
Jan Summary: 

Things slowed up a bit when the weather cooled down. The new front counter is a big hit as customers are buying 

more jewelry than before and some volunteers are exploring their creativity with displays in the cases and having 

fun doing it. It appears that we still had a good month even with being closed for a period the first week of the 

month .  

The Till modules are in and working , I will just be adding a backup system to the tills for an automatic backup of 

files everynight. That way if we had an issue worst case we would not lose too much information and retain what 

we have built up to date. We have 3250 customers in our database loyalty program. 

Now that I am on the mend i will start to tackle the rest of my list including installing a mop sink in the old  

bathroom, installing slatwall behind the tills and setting up the area to put mattresses in , and completing the 

installation of the sound system , then I will look for a phone system with paging to finish off the system. We 

achieved a lot of projects the first week while being closed and had a lot of workers help out  

We have reduced the stock of bags in the trailer to 50% of what was there and have increased the volume to 

Diabetes to avoid the stockpile. When the extra stock is gone we will be using the basement for overflow as the air 

quality is drastically improved and it makes more sense to use the space rather than the trailer which was a good 

temporary measure. 

I am still persuing the EW waste disposal site and am waiting for an inspection for the site. Hydro will be working in 

the back lane soon and removing a transformer as it is no longer required, so there will e a crew working in the 

back lane in the coming weeks. 

I would like to see someone jump on the roof issue so we can start planning as the time is perfect now and 

contractors in the churches are not overly busy right now. Apparently Gerry Kamphof had previously looked at the 

roof but I am not sure who he reported to. If we start the ball rolling I will contact Resolute to see what they meant 

by partnering up . Could be some free lumber or possibly a big reduction. We also should be moving ahead on the 

automatic door as well while things are a bit slower. We do not want workers in the way when we are busy. 

I am extremely thankful for volunteers like Anne Caruso who faithfully comes in and keeps displays in order but 

puzzled by the lack of support for the store volunteers.. 

We picked up a number of display pieces from Sears all of which are in the basement. When I get some time I will 

pursue selling off some of the units that have been there for awhile and that are no longer required. My goal is to 

turn the other half of the basement into a functional space as well.  

The Bays are now a much cleaner neater area. The pickup  and organizing crew of Luke Hoekstra  Dave Boer Bert 

Buitenhuis,Bill B,  John K Jim A and new Bob ,Henry Blekkenhorst and Albert have really helped a lot even with the 

cold temps. 

Feb is starting off in the right direction and now that I am feeling better will be on the lookout to push sales thru 

the month to achieve higher average sales. 


